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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

David Lemp (d.lemp@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:56
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

After all, by offering Utah residents a tax rebate  if they would get rooftop solar, you encouraged us to get it in the first
place.....and now, for you to potentially penalize us for doing what you encouraged us to do, seems a bit wrong. 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

David Lemp 
8466 Solace ct. 
West Jordan, UT 84081 
d.lemp@hotmail.com 
(801) 651-6159 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:d.lemp@hotmail.com
tel:%28801%29%20651-6159
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Catherine Weimer (catiew1229@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:38
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Weimer 
715 E 3rd Ave Apt 11 
Salt Lake City, UT 84103 
catiew1229@gmail.com 
(801) 860-0927 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:catiew1229@gmail.com
tel:%28801%29%20860-0927
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Ilana Fogelson (ilanafogelson@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:37
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Ilana Fogelson 
354 South 1100 East 
Salt Lake City, UT 84102 
ilanafogelson@gmail.com 
(801) 867-5027 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:ilanafogelson@gmail.com
tel:%28801%29%20867-5027
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Sharon Holladay (sholladay2@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:37
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Clean air is essential for our planet 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Holladay 
120 south 200 west #1203 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
sholladay2@gmail.com 
(702) 689-7638 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:sholladay2@gmail.com
tel:%28702%29%20689-7638
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Alison Moore (alisonm.moore@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:37
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Alison Moore 
1600 Pinebrook Blvd Apt E-3 
park city, UT 84098 
alisonm.moore@yahoo.com 
(702) 376-4612 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:alisonm.moore@yahoo.com
tel:%28702%29%20376-4612
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Kitty Wooldridge (kwooldridge@beyondbb.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:37
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Look into the bill that Nevada just passed allowing solar panels on home rooftops. 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Kitty Wooldridge 
2415 S 770 W 
Hurricane, UT 84737 
kwooldridge@beyondbb.com 
(205) 532-0577 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:kwooldridge@beyondbb.com
tel:%28205%29%20532-0577
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Laura Coffing (lcoffing77@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:36
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

We have solar and love it. We run a pond and pool pump all simmersed long and don't need to take any electricity from
others during peAK hours. Letting and supporting solar allows you as a vompany/industry to proved better service to
others who are not able to have solar. 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Laura Coffing 
5371 autumn creek drive 
Riverton, UT 84096 
lcoffing77@gmail.com 
(385) 249-0294 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:lcoffing77@gmail.com
tel:%28385%29%20249-0294
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

David Proffitt (dproffitt@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:36
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Renewable energy is the future for Utah. There are more jobs in the renewable energy sector than in the fossil fuel
sector. Renewable energy also protects our pristine public lands that attract tourists from all over the world - the ultimate
renewable resource! Don't pillage Utah's future to protect the profits of fossil-fuel fat cats. 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

David Proffitt 
908 S. 1100 East 
Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
dproffitt@gmail.com 
(602) 303-9832 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:dproffitt@gmail.com
tel:%28602%29%20303-9832
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Jill Merritt (onefootfirst@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:35
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Please wake up to the new world of green energy. Your children's lives depend on it. 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Jill Merritt 
1263 E South Temple, 14 
Salt Lake City, UT 84102 
onefootfirst@gmail.com 
(801) 486-9966 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:onefootfirst@gmail.com
tel:%28801%29%20486-9966
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Dixie Pond (amazing.grace399@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:35
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Support clean energy. Do not penalize people for caring about our planet. Shift with the times and invest in a sustainable
future for your children and grand children. 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Dixie Pond 
9306 Greenwood Dr 
Sandy, UT 84070 
amazing.grace399@gmail.com 
(801) 301-1204 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:amazing.grace399@gmail.com
tel:%28801%29%20301-1204
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Eric Cadora (cadoratransforma@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:35
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Eric Cadora 
348 e Hollywood ave 
Salt lake city, UT 84125 
cadoratransforma@gmail.com 
(801) 000-0000 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:cadoratransforma@gmail.com
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Dawn Luna (hopeful1der@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:34
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Dawn Luna 
4735 W. Wedgecliffe Dr 
West Valley City, UT 84120 
hopeful1der@gmail.com 
(801) 554-2418 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:hopeful1der@gmail.com
tel:%28801%29%20554-2418
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

John Bowden (jigglebeebowden@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:34
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

We need more affordable solar! 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

John Bowden 
1612 Jefferson Street 
Salt lake city, UT 84115 
jigglebeebowden@gmail.com 
(631) 813-9520 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:jigglebeebowden@gmail.com
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Rich Otterstrom (otters4fun@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:33
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Rich Otterstrom
3414 Enchanted Hills dr 
Cottonwood Heights, UT 84121 
otters4fun@msn.com 
(801) 628-5897 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:otters4fun@msn.com
tel:%28801%29%20628-5897
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Russ Patten (pattenruss@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:53
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

It it would be an unwise a short sided approach to impose monthly fees on individuals who pursue solar power for their
homes. One, solar is one of the fastest growing industries at present. This means massive job opportunities for Utahans
for the forseable future. Second, it means contributing to cleaner air and the future of our children. Changes in our energy
structure are inevitable in the end. Lets be smart and maximize the benefits of these changes for regular citizens of whom
you represent. One company should not be allowed to direct the future of energy in a matter that is regressive. I thank
you for your thoughtful consideration. 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Russ Patten 
275 N Main St. APT 305 
SLC, UT 84103 
pattenruss@yahoo.com 
(970) 739-6858 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:pattenruss@yahoo.com
tel:%28970%29%20739-6858
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Shantell Garrett (s.garrett14@gmail.con) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:54
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Shantell Garrett 
230 E Broadway #510 
Shantell, UT 84111 
s.garrett14@gmail.con 
(801) 828-8960 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

tel:%28801%29%20828-8960
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Annette York (acrangle@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:55
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Annette York 
3638 East Mclain Mountain Circle 
Cottonwood Heights, UT 84121 
acrangle@msn.com 
(801) 580-8314 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:acrangle@msn.com
tel:%28801%29%20580-8314
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Russ Patten (pattenruss@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:53
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

It it would be an unwise a short sided approach to impose monthly fees on individuals who pursue solar power for their
homes. One, solar is one of the fastest growing industries at present. This means massive job opportunities for Utahans
for the forseable future. Second, it means contributing to cleaner air and the future of our children. Changes in our energy
structure are inevitable in the end. Lets be smart and maximize the benefits of these changes for regular citizens of whom
you represent. One company should not be allowed to direct the future of energy in a matter that is regressive. I thank
you for your thoughtful consideration. 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Russ Patten 
275 N Main St. APT 305 
SLC, UT 84103 
pattenruss@yahoo.com 
(970) 739-6858 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Josh Clifton (green_458@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:52
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Josh Clifton 
2654 N 3475 W 
Plain city, UT 84404 
green_458@hotmail.com 
(801) 509-3970 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:green_458@hotmail.com
tel:%28801%29%20509-3970
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Keith Tondro (krtondro@netscape.net) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:52
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

It is time we move from antiquated methods of power production to newer technology for energy.  Our future depends on
this progress. 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Keith Tondro 
4888 W 3850 S 
West Valley City, UT 84120 
krtondro@netscape.net 
(801) 231-6605 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:krtondro@netscape.net
tel:%28801%29%20231-6605
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Janeen Costa (janeenc@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:51
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Coal is bad energy..... Prices are going down and it is not profitable. It adds particulates to the air, which is an assault to
me personally, aggravating my asthma and causing further long damage. 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Janeen Costa 
PO BOX 67 
TEASDALE, UT 84773 
janeenc@gmail.com 
(801) 949-9967 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:janeenc@gmail.com
tel:%28801%29%20949-9967
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Nephi Beh (behnephi@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:49
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Come on! At some point common sense must overcome greed 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Nephi Beh 
864 west 400 north 
Salt Lake City, UT 84116 
behnephi@yahoo.com 
(801) 979-3670 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:behnephi@yahoo.com
tel:%28801%29%20979-3670
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Ben Lariviere (lariviereben@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:49
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Solar power is the future. We need to help create clean energy jobs and clean up our air. 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Ben Lariviere 
439 e redondo av 
Ben, UT 84115 
lariviereben@gmail.com 
(207) 651-9181 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:lariviereben@gmail.com
tel:%28207%29%20651-9181
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Tiffany Shafer (tattootiffany77@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:49
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Tiffany Shafer 
1138 North Jefferson Street 
St George, UT 84770 
tattootiffany77@gmail.com 
(435) 553-6519 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:tattootiffany77@gmail.com
tel:%28435%29%20553-6519
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Bruce Chapman (brucewc7@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:49
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Solar good! Coal bad! Grunt grunt 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Chapman 
523 E 1400 N 
Bountiful, UT 84010 
brucewc7@gmail.com 
(801) 837-8862 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:brucewc7@gmail.com
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Dave Lindblom (dlindblom1@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:48
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Let's clean up our environment! 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Dave Lindblom 
210 S. 400 W. 
Mt. Pleasant, UT 84647 
dlindblom1@gmail.com 
(435) 262-0066 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:dlindblom1@gmail.com
tel:%28435%29%20262-0066
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Michael Jackson (ihatesnow@live.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:48
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Michael Jackson 
8938 Manchester Lane 
Sandy, UT 84093 
ihatesnow@live.com 
(801) 824-6270 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:ihatesnow@live.com
tel:%28801%29%20824-6270
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Jenni Micheletti (jmon88@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:46
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Jenni Micheletti 
1001 E Crandall Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84106 
jmon88@hotmail.com 
(801) 608-2958 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:jmon88@hotmail.com
tel:%28801%29%20608-2958
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Jordan Bagnall (jordan.bagnall2013@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:45
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Jordan Bagnall 
467 e 200 n 
Provo, UT 84606 
jordan.bagnall2013@gmail.com 
(480) 321-6470 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:jordan.bagnall2013@gmail.com
tel:%28480%29%20321-6470
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Vicki Overfelt (vkennedyoverfelt@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:45
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Vicki Overfelt 
1526 S. Wasatch Drive 
Salt Kake City, UT 84108 
vkennedyoverfelt@yahoo.com 
(801) 550-6916 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:vkennedyoverfelt@yahoo.com
tel:%28801%29%20550-6916
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Tyson Bryant (t.l.bryant@aggiemail.usu.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:44
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

I would say take a good, long, hard look at what is best for Utahns now and in the future. I would add that your job is to
represent all Utahns, not just the folks who have enough money to help you get elected. I would say do your job and
represent the people. But I'm sure you've heard that before and obviously that kind of reasoning doesn't hold sway with
you. Maybe you have grandchildren, though. Please, give them a clean and healthy place to live. If you do, I promise
they'll thank you for it. The legacy you leave if you stand up for rooftop solar will be honored for the rest of human history.
Do the right thing. Stand up to monied interests. Stand up for the people! 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Tyson Bryant 
2956 W 3500 N 
Farr West, UT 84404 
t.l.bryant@aggiemail.usu.edu 
(801) 698-5273 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:t.l.bryant@aggiemail.usu.edu
tel:%28801%29%20698-5273
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Proposed rooftop solar power rate increase 
1 message

thea <theabrannon@yahoo.com> Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 2:36 PM
To: "psc@utah.gov" <psc@utah.gov>

I believe that this is a really backward idea which should be squelched by the Commission!  Rocky Mountain Power and
all of us Utahns should be moving toward taking advantage of our copious sunshine instead of penalizing those who are
helping to clean the air by utilizing it.  Please look at the big picture!  With the expected incredible population growth in the
Wasatch Front, our air pollution will just get worse and worse.  We need to focus all effort on using clean renewable
energy as much as possible.  Rocky Mountain Power needs to boldly move faster and with more investment toward using
the great power of the sun, not focus on petty charges for those who are already doing it.

 

Thea Brannon

A registered Utah voter and citizen

 

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Trent Blair (trentb2007@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:44
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Trent Blair 
5524 W Slate Canyon Dr APT A202 
West Jordan, UT 84081 
trentb2007@gmail.com 
(801) 554-9387 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:trentb2007@gmail.com
tel:%28801%29%20554-9387
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Meg Randle (meg.randle@imail.org) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:43
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

I have so enjoyed rooftop solar being part of a solution to healthy environment and air quality in our beautiful mountain
town.  I am proud to know Utah has a growing industry in renewable energy.  With most of the state getting 300+days of
sun,  what a great way to support our electrical needs as a community. 
Be the Herod and help us lead the way in the Intermountain west!! 
I am a nurse in Utah for 25+ years- healthy environmental science goes with supporting healthy population in the 21 st
century and beyond! 

Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Meg Randle 
856 Sherman 
Slc, UT 84105 
meg.randle@imail.org 
(801) 414-3343 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:meg.randle@imail.org
tel:%28801%29%20414-3343
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Dave Pacheco (djppacheco@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:42
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

I'm having solar panels installed on my roof TODAY as I write. Changing the rate structure for new solar customers
completely disincentivises more people to do the same. Let people add to the oower grid through rooftop panels -- that's
a good thing that should be rewarded, not discouraged. Protecting Rocky Mountain Power's bottom line is not in the
public interest. Incentivising people to put solar panels on their home is in the public interest...let us help produce our own
power, and keep carbon out of the air and in the ground for future generations, should they need it! 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Dave Pacheco 
328 E Wilson Ave 
Salt Lake City, UT 84115 
djppacheco@hotmail.com 
(801) 949-3099 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:djppacheco@hotmail.com
tel:%28801%29%20949-3099
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Michael Bard (mdbard@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com> Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:42 PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Michael Bard 
1488 East 3115 South 
Michael, UT 84106 
mdbard@me.com 
(801) 918-7292 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:mdbard@me.com
tel:%28801%29%20918-7292
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Peter Clemens (doclemens@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:42
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

 I have rooftop solar which sees to all of my electrical energy needs and then some. Every day I give power back to the
grid, which I am happy to do for the "greater good". Let's keep doing the right thing So that people like me can give back
to the system, we will all need it in the future! 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Peter Clemens 
3637 N. 600 E. 
North Ogden, UT 84414 
doclemens@gmail.com 
(801) 782-8064 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:doclemens@gmail.com
tel:%28801%29%20782-8064
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Robert Alan Rowley (wobbykat@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:42
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

I installed a rooftop solar system in 2016 which has been a great benefit to me and my family.  It is also a great benefit to
Utahns in general, as it reduces the amount of power generated by burning fossil fuels, thereby contributing to cleaner
air.  It also benefits Rocky Mountain Power by my excess power being made available on the grid, which they can then
sell to someone else.  Please keep the citizens of Utah your top priority in your decisions. 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Robert Alan Rowley 
151 Springhill Dr 
North Salt Lake, UT 84054 
wobbykat@comcast.net 
(801) 232-0707 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:wobbykat@comcast.net
tel:%28801%29%20232-0707
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Kim Martin (kimberlee33@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:41
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Kim Martin 
138 Birmingham Lane 
North Salt Lake, UT 84054 
kimberlee33@gmail.com 
(801) 755-8206 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:kimberlee33@gmail.com
tel:%28801%29%20755-8206
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

DeAnn Gorney (hawkgal54@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:40
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Please do the right thing for the environment, the rate payers,and new job growth here in Utah. 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

DeAnn Gorney 
4554 W. 6165 S., 
Salt Lake City, UT 84118 
hawkgal54@gmail.com 
(801) 833-3755 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:hawkgal54@gmail.com
tel:%28801%29%20833-3755
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Ryan Hassan (ryan.hassan@hsc.utah.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:39
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Ryan Hassan 
1018 E 600 S 
Salt Lake City, UT 84102 
ryan.hassan@hsc.utah.edu 
(214) 708-3225 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:ryan.hassan@hsc.utah.edu
tel:%28214%29%20708-3225
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change 
1 message

Robert Lapp (robertlappjr@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>

Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 4:39
PM

To: psc@utah.gov

Dear UT PSC, 

RMP is a "public" utility. This does not serve the public. It also kills the solar industry and hurts job creation. 
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White, 

I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers. 

Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers. 

Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry. 

Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar! 

cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power 

Sincerely, 

Robert Lapp 
333 L Street 
Salt Lake City, UT 84103 
robertlappjr@gmail.com 
(801) 971-1436 

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information. 

mailto:robertlappjr@gmail.com
tel:%28801%29%20971-1436
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